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Abstract: This paper presents an ultra-wideband (UWB) down-conversion mixer with low-noise,
high-gain and small-size. The negative impedance technique and source input method are applied
for the proposed mixer. The negative impedance achieves the dynamic current injection and increases
the mixer output impedance, which reduces the mixer flicker noise and increases its conversion gain.
The source input method allows the input matching networks to be cancelled, avoiding the noise and
loss introduced by the matching resistors, saving the chip area occupied by the matching inductors.
The proposed mixer is designed in 45-nm SOI process provided by GlobalFoundries. The simulation
results show a conversion gain of 11.4–14.3 dB, ranging from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz, a minimum noise figure
of 9.8 dB, a RF port return loss of less than −11 dB, a port-to-port isolation of better than −48 dB, and
a core chip area of 0.16 × 0.16 mm2. The power consumption from a 1 V supply voltage is 2.85 mW.

Keywords: ultra-wideband (UWB); mixer; negative impedance; dynamic injection; source input;
matching networks; cancelled

1. Introduction

Since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) opened the 3.1–10.6 GHz
frequency band for ultra-wideband (UWB) applications in 2002 [1], UWB technology has
received significant interest and has been actively researched in academia and industry.
UWB techniques are used in precise positioning, high-resolution sensing, high-rate short-
distance ad hoc networking, etc. [2–4]. Compared with traditional narrow-band systems,
design of the elements in UWB systems is quite different and therefore brings challenges.
The UWB systems require a high-performance and low-cost RF front-end, where the mixer
is an essential component that performs frequency conversion.

Despite many research efforts, mixers have continuously faced challenges with low
noise, high gain, wide band, low supply voltage, low power consumption and small size.
Passive mixers are used with wide band and zero power consumption. However, high
conversion loss reduces the output power in systems. Double-balanced Gilbert-cell mixer
is a typical active mixer, which is used for high conversion gain and good port-to-port
isolation. Based on the Gilbert-cell mixer, numerous advanced mixers have been researched
and proposed [5–15].

The mixers proposed in [5,6] use a bulk injection method that the radio frequency
(RF) and local oscillation (LO) signals are applied to the gate and bulk respectively. It
shows a low supply voltage and power consumption, but it increases the noise figure of
the mixer due to the large bulk resistance of MOS transistors. A switched biasing technique
is introduced in [7] to reduce the noise of the bulk injection mixer, but it shows a low
third-order input intercept point (IIP3). The CMOS converters are used in [8] to improve
the linearity of the bulk injection mixer as well as the noise. The inputs of the converters
are used as the RF input and the body terminals of the MOS transistors are used as the
LO input. However, it decreases the mixer bandwidth. The mixer proposed in [9] uses a
switched transconductor technique where the transconductors are activated alternately by
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the LO drivers. It shows a low noise and low supply voltage, but its bandwidth is narrow.
The LO drivers of the switched transconductor mixer are improved in [10,11] to obtain a
wide band, but this comes at the expense of power consumption.

The mixer proposed in [12] uses a current injection technique that injects a fixed current
into the LO switching pairs by current source. It reduces the noise of the Gilbert-cell mixer,
but allows more RF current to be shunted by the parasitic capacitance at the injection node,
which reduces the mixer bandwidth and degrades its linearity. A dynamic current injection
is realized through the negative impedance in [13–15]. Instead of current source, a cross-
coupled pMOS pair, which is actually a negative impedance, is used for current injection.
It improves the noise and conversion gain of the Gilbert-cell mixer without any penalty in
the linearity and bandwidth. However, there is still a problem to be solved if the mixer
with negative impedance technique is used for broadband applications. The method of
inputting RF signal from the gate of the transconductance stage will result in complicated
networks for impedance matching, including numerous resistors and inductors. This
will introduce much noise and loss, which restricts the mixer performance in broadband
applications and needs to be improved.

In this paper, a novel mixer with the negative impedance technique and source
input method is proposed for UWB applications. On the basis of the negative impedance
technique to improve the mixer noise and conversion gain, the source input method is
used to make the mixer perform better in broadband applications. The source input
method allows the input matching networks to be cancelled in a broadband, avoiding the
introduction of noise and loss, reducing the chip size. Therefore, the proposed mixer can
achieve a low noise, high gain, and small size in a wide frequency range.

This paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 analyses the circuit in detail and
explains the principle of the negative impedance technique and source input method to
improve the mixer performance. Section 3 gives mathematical derivations of the mixer
parameters. Section 4 provides the simulation results and compares them with other
existing mixers. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Circuit Design and Analysis

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the proposed mixer, which consists of four parts
including the load stage (RL, CL), the switching stage (N1–N4), the negative impedance
(P1–P3), and the transconductance stage (N5, N6) with current sources (S1, S2). The resistive
load (RL) is in parallel with two small capacitors (CL) to eliminate the LO leakage and
current spikes [16]. The negative impedance is actually a cross-coupled pair (P2, P3) with
a current source (P1). The RF signal is input from the source of the transconductance
stage. Through this source input method, a small input impedance can be obtained. The
principle and analysis of the negative impedance technique and source input method will
be described in detail below.

2.1. Negative Impedance

The noise of the mixer has a great influence on the sensitivity of the receiver. The flicker
noise generated by the switching pairs has an important contribution to the overall noise
of the mixer and it can be improved by reducing the bias current of the mixer switching
pairs [17]. Conventionally, injecting a fixed current to the switches by the current sources,
as shown in Figure 2a, reduces the effective current of them [18], which improves the flicker
noise. However, this method increases the impedance seen at the source of the switches,
resulting in more RF current to be shunted by the parasitic capacitance (CP) at that node.
This reduces the mixer bandwidth and degrades its linearity. Since the flicker noise is
mainly generated at the switching moment of the LO differential pairs [13], injecting a
dynamic current at only the switching moment, which can avoid the problems caused by
fixed injection, is a better way.
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Figure 2. (a) The conventional fixed-injection method of Gilbert mixer; (b) The dynamic-injection method of Gilbert mixer
and corresponding waveform.

As shown in Figure 2b, the dynamic injection can be implemented by the negative
impedance consisting of a cross-coupled pair (P2, P3) and a current source (P1). The nodes
X and Y connect to the gates of P2 and P3, respectively. At the LO zero-crossings, the nodes
voltage decreases, resulting in the cross-coupled pair turning on, injecting the current to
the switching pairs. Otherwise, the nodes voltage is high, and the cross-coupled pair turns
off, with no current injected.

In addition, the parasitic capacitance at the source of the switches will result in the
flicker noise indirect translation to the output [17]. Fortunately, the negative impedance
can neutralize part of the parasitic capacitance at that node, which improves the flicker
noise further.

Under partial flicker noise cancelling condition, the negative impedance can increase
the conversion gain by increasing the mixer output impedance for the transconductance
stage. A detailed analysis is listed in Section 3.
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2.2. Source Input

Conventionally, the RF signal is input from the gate of the transconductance stage in
the Gilbert-cell mixer. However, the large impedance seen at the gate of the MOS transistor
results in complicated impedance matching networks for broadband application. Figure 3a
shows the LC ladder matching network that is commonly used in broadband mixers. In
this network, a resistor (RM) is paralleled for good impedance matching, but it allows
much noise and loss to be introduced. Moreover, the inductors (L1, L2) occupy a large chip
area, especially in the frequency band below 10 GHz.
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Figure 3. (a) The LC ladder matching network; (b) The source input method that allows the input
matching networks to be cancelled.

A better solution is to input the signal from the source of the transconductance stage,
as shown in Figure 3b. The impedance seen at the signal input is approximately equal to
1/ gm. Therefore, by adjusting the aspect ratio (W/L), the overdrive voltage (Vgs-Vth), and
the flowing current of the transconductance transistor (N5), an impedance close to 50 Ω can
be obtained, so that the input matching networks can be cancelled, and the problems caused
by matching resistors and inductors can be avoided. The transconductance stage is biased
by a current source to establish proper working conditions. The cascode topology is selected
for the current source to suppress the channel length modulation effect. But the source
input method will bring a challenge for the extreme low-power design that the current
through the transistor cannot be too small to obtain a suitable gm for impedance matching.

3. Derivation of the Mixer Parameters

As explained in Section 2, the techniques used in the proposed mixer improves the
flicker noise and conversion gain of Gilbert-cell mixer. To further analyse the principle, the
mathematical derivations of the mixer flicker noise and conversion gain are described in
this Section.

The schematic in Figure 1 can be simplified as shown in Figure 4a ( Yneg = Gneg + jωCneg

and ZL = RL − j 1
ωCL

). A few assumptions are made and given here according to [15,19].
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(1) Assuming a symmetrical LO signal as shown in Figure 5, with the rise/fall time equal
to αTLO, the constants t1 and t2 can be rewritten as t1 = 0.5αTLO, t2 = 0.5(1− α)TLO.
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(2) In (t1, t2), N1 and N4 are on and N2 and N3 are off, while in (t3, t4), N1 and N4 are off
and N2 and N3 are on.

(3) S1 and S2 are ideal current sources with infinite internal impedance.

3.1. Flicker Noise

The time-varying small-signal model shown in Figure 4b can be used to analyse the
flicker noise contributed by N1 in a LO period. The transconductance of N1–N6 and the
output admittance of N5, N6 ( Yds5,6 = gds5,6 + jω Cds5,6) are taken in account. VN1

f l,in is the
source of flicker noise input from N1.

At (t1, t2), N1 and N5 can be regard as a common-source amplifier with a source
negative feedback. The VN1

f l,out |t1 is given by:

VN1
f l,out |t1 =

−gN1
m (Yds5 + 2 Yneg) ZL

gN1
m + Yds5 + 2 Yneg

VN1
f l,in (1)

At (t2, t3), N1 and N5 are on, while at TLO/2, N1 and N5 form a balanced differential
pair, and the output admittance is negligibly. The VN1

f l,out |TLO/2 is given by:

VN1
f l,out |TLO/2 = −gN1

m ZL VN1
f l,in (2)

At (t3, t4), N1 is off and there is no output.

VN1
f l,out |t3 = 0 (3)

Equation (1) shows that for Cneg ≈ −0.5Cds5 and Gneg∈(
(
−gN1

m − gds5
)
/2, −gds5/2),

the real part of VN1
f l,out |t1 changes from negative to positive. In this condition, the approxi-

mated waveform of VN1
f l,out in a LO period is given in Figure 6a,b. The negative impedance

Yneg reduces the area of VN1
f l,out in a LO period by changing the real part of VN1

f l,out from
negative to positive. This reduces the flicker noise leakage from the switches (N1–N4).

3.2. Convertion Gain

The time-varying small-signal model shown in Figure 4c can be used to derive the
conversion gain. The first-order Fourier coefficient of the instantaneous voltage gain FN5

(t) is
given in Figure 7 in a LO period.
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At (t1, t2), N2 and N3 are off, and N1, N4, N5 and N6 form a differential cacode
common-gate amplifier. The FN5

(t) |t1 is given by:

FN5
(t) |t1 =

gN1
m (gN5

m + Yds5) ZL

gN1
m + Yds5 + 2 Yneg

(4)

At (t3, t4), N1 and N4 are off, and N2, N3, N5 and N6 form a differential cacode
common-gate amplifier. The FN5

(t) |t3 is given by:

FN5
(t) |t3 = −FN5

(t) |t1 (5)

At TLO/2 and TLO, N1–N4 are on. There is no output due to the cancellation of
differential symmetric.

FN5
(t) |TLO/2 = 0 (6)

According to [15,19], under the assumption of negligibly small transient effects, the
conversion gain is derived by:

VGain =
2sin(απ)

π2α
FN5
(t) |t1 =

2sin(απ)

π2α

gN1
m (gN5

m + Yds5) ZL

gN1
m + Yds5 + 2 Yneg

(7)

As Equation (7) shows, the conversion gain is increased by the negative impedance un-
der partial flicker noise cancelling condition ( Cneg ≈ −0.5Cds3 and Gneg∈(

(
−gN1

m − gds5
)
/2,

−gds5/2). The reason for the increase is that the Yneg increases the mixer output impedance
for the transconductance stage.
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4. Simulation Results and Discussion

The presented mixer was designed in 45-nm SOI process provided by GlobalFoundries.
Cadence Virtuoso was used to simulate the circuit. The matching impedance for both the
RF and LO differential ports was 100 Ω. The RF input frequency was from 0.9 to 10.6 GHz,
and the LO input frequency was set from 0.8 to 10.5 GHz. The intermediate frequency (IF)
output frequency was 100 MHz. The LO input power used for the simulation was −1 dBm.
The DC power consumption of the mixer core was 2.85 mW with the 1 V supply voltage.

Figure 8 shows the conversion gain (CG) and double-sideband (DSB) noise figure (NF)
with the RF frequency sweeping from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz at an IF of 100 MHz. The maximum
CG is 14.3 dB at 3.1 GHz and it reduces to 11.4 dB at 10.6 GHz. The minimum NF is 9.8 dB
at 3.1 GHz and it increases to 10.6 dB at 10.6 GHz. Figures 9 and 10 show the Monte-Carlo
simulation results of the CG and NF, respectively, when the LO frequency is 6.5 GHz. For
CG, around eighty-five percent of the runs are in the range of 11–14 dB, and for NF, about
ninety percent of the runs are in the range of 9.8–10.6 dB. Therefore, the randomness of the
process will not have a great impact on the CG and NF of the proposed mixer.
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Figure 11 shows the NF plotted at various IF when the LO frequency is 4, 7 and
10 GHz. The NF increases with the decrease of IF, which is caused by the increase in flicker
noise. Figure 12 shows the CG plotted at various LO power when the LO frequency is 4, 7
and 10 GHz. When the LO power is less than −2 dBm, the CG increases almost linearly
with the increase of LO power. After that, the increase trend of the CG slows down, and
the difference of the CG under different LO frequencies become larger. Thus, the increase
of LO power will increase the CG, but the excessive LO power will reduce the flatness of
CG in the broadband. Figure 13 shows that the RF port return loss is less than −11 dB,
which indicates a good input impedance matching for the expected band.
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Figure 14 shows a third-order input intercept point (IIP3) of −8.4 dBm when the LO
frequency is 6.5 GHz. IIP3 is an indicator used to measure the linearity which is dependent
on the overdrive voltage of the RF input transistors. The stacking of multiple transistors
limits the ability of this circuit to provide high linearity in a lower supply voltage. Figure 15
shows the port-to-port isolations. The isolations of LO-to-RF and RF-to-IF are better than
−48 dB, and the LO-to-IF isolation is better than −62 dB. Figure 16 shows the layout of the
mixer that occupies an area of 0.39 × 0.69 mm2. Its core chip area excluding the pads is
0.16 × 0.16 mm2.
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Table 1 summarizes the results and compares them with other advanced mixers. The
mixer in [20] has a good NF of 8 dB, but it consumes a large DC power of 8.5 mW. The
mixers in [21,22] have a large maximum CG more than 17 dB, but their CG is not flat
enough, which changes more than 8 dB in the expected band. The conversion gain of
the mixers in [7,8] has good flatness, but its maximum value does not exceed 10 dB. The
mixers in [23,24] have an excellent IIP3 more than 8 dBm, but their NF is not satisfactory.
Compared with other mixers, the proposed mixer has a high and flat CG of 11.4–14.3 dB, at
a wide band of 7.5 GHz, and a low noise figure of 9.8 dB, while it occupied a small area of
0.39 × 0.69 mm2.
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Table 1. Performance summary and comparison.

Refer. Freq.
(GHz)

Process
(um)

IF
(MHz)

CG
(dB)

LO
(dBm)

DSB NF
(dB)

IIP3
(dBm)

VDD
(V)

PDC
(mW)

Area
(mm)

10′ [20] a 3–11 0.18 250 9.5–12.5 - 8 2 1.8 8.5 -

12′ [7] b 0.2–13 0.18 264 5.6–9.9 5 11.7 −10 0.8 0.88 0.58 × 0.62

13′ [21] a 2–10 0.18 100 8.1–17.6 6 12.6 −1.7 1.8 7.8 0.77 × 1.14

16′ [8] b 1–6 0.18 100 4–7 8.7 13.5 0 1.8 0.63 -

21′ [22] b 3–11 0.18 264 8.8–17.1 7 9.8 −5 2.5 0.63 0.88 × 0.89

18′ [23] a 3.1–8.5 0.13 10 12.7–13.7 −6 13.7 8.5 1.6 0.45 -

21′ [24] a 0.9–5 0.065 1 10.8–11.8 5 16.9 20.5 1.2 3.5 0.13 × 0.39 *

This work a 3.1–10.6 0.045 100 11.4–14.3 −1 9.8 −8.4 1 2.85 0.39 × 0.69
a simulation b measurement * excluding pads.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel mixer with the negative impedance technique and source input
method is proposed for UWB applications. The simulation results show that the proposed
mixer obtains a wide band from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz with a conversion gain of 11.4–14.3 dB, a
minimum noise figure of 9.8 dB, a RF port return loss of less than −11dB, a port-to-port
isolation of better than−48 dB, and a core chip area of 0.16× 0.16 mm2. Owing to the source
input method, the proposed mixer achieves a good input impedance matching without
matching networks. Combining the advantages of the negative impedance technique and
source input method, the mixer shows a high and flat conversion gain, in a wide frequency
band, a low noise figure, and a small chip size. Therefore, the proposed mixer meets
the requirements of UWB systems perfectly, which makes the mixer very suitable for the
applications of UWB systems.
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